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IJEG, a fully refereed journal, publishes articles that present
current research and practice in all areas of electronic
governance.
Contents:
IJEG publishes high quality original and review research papers,
technical reports, conference reports, book reviews, notes,
commentaries and news to keep readers at the forefront of the
latest thinking and research in electronic governance, as well as
case studies, management reports, practical applications, best
practice reports and success stories to illustrate the design,
implementation, development and management of electronic
governance projects. IJEG publishes regular and special issues
with themes that can alternate between different domains of
electronic governance practice. Contribution to the journal
may be by submission or invitation, and suggestions for
special issues and publications are welcome.
Topics covered include:
• Electronic rule making/public policy
formulation/democratic processes at all
levels
• Digital citizenship, e-deliberation, digital
consensus building
• Digital inclusion/communication in
policymaking/democratic governance
• E-governance: platforms, digital
communication, the democratic deficit
• Electronic corporate governance/diplomacy,
e-governance in virtual organisations
• Multi-level/national e-governance:
public/corporate/beyond the political domain
• Self-governed electronic collaboration, selfregulated online communities/networks
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• Open/peer-to-peer/self-regulated models,
cross-domain theories
• Communication/content/interaction/ cognitive
technologies
• Simulations, serious gaming
• Communal/political/institutional legitimisation
• Organisational/training/legal/financial aspects
• Social aspects, virtual social
behaviour/community building
• Psychological/cognitive aspects, virtual
cognition/awareness/identity building
• Personal experience
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